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The classical mechanics of structured test particles in a manifold with affine connection
is studied. Gyroscopic rotations and homogeneous deformations are taken into account
as internal degrees of freedom. Hence, in addition to the orbital motion of the centre of mass,
the body undergoes affine rotations about the centre (“affinely-rigid body”). Configurations
of particles are described mathematically by linear frames in an underlying manifold (physical
space).
Symmetries of the theory are discussed and in some special cases the equations of motion are derived.The orbital motion is found to be influenced by internal degrees of freedom
which are dynamically coupled to the geometry of the manifold. For example, in a RiemannCartan space ([4], 181, [91, [ZS]), internal degrees of freedom interact with curvature ar.d
torsion tensors. Imposing then some holonomic constraints (orthonormal
frames only),
one gets the theory of test rigid bodies in a curved space with torsion. In a Riemannian
case (no torsion) such a theory seems to coincide with non-relativistic
(although spatially
non-Euclidean)
limit of theories studied by Dixon, Ktinzle, Tulczyjew and Papapetrou

151, 1131, 1261, 1151.
As for all standard techniques and notations
Kobayashi-Nomizu
[12] and Sternberg [23].

of differential geometry, we follow mainly

1. Introduction. Affinely rigid body in a flat space
In the previous papers [18], [20], [22], we formulated the theory of affinely rigid bodies
in Euclidean
spaces. The internal affine geometry of such a body is frozen, hence any
two allowed configurations
are related to each other by means of the appropriate
affine
isomorphism.
Besides the orbital motion one deals then with gyroscopic rotations and
homogeneous
deformations
as internal degrees of freedom.
In the present paper we formulate the mechanics of small test affinely rigid bodies
in a manifold with affine connection
(mainly in a Riemann-Cartan
space). As a naive
but suggestive example of such a motion in a curved torsion-free
space one can realize,
e.g., small oil spots moving on a surface of a water-drop. Our theory is thought as a start12191
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ing point to relativistic investigations.
Of course, the equations of motion derived in this
paper can describe slow motions of extended bodies in a strong stationary gravitational
field.
Now, let us start with reformulating
the main ideas of the previous papers
[22] so as to be able to apply them immediately
to the non-Euclidean
case.

[18], [20],

Let (M, V, -) be an afine space, where M is an underlying
analytic manifold, i.e.
space, and V is a linear space of translations
(free vectors) in M. For arbitrary
p, q E M, j%i E Vdenotes the unique translation
which mapsp onto q. Bijections fP: M --f V
will be used where f&q) = p> [24]. Distances in M are measured by means of the metric
tensor g E V* @ V* which makes our affine space a Euclidean space (M, V, -+ , g). In the
sequel, F(V) denotes the manifold of all linear bases in V and F(V, g) c. F(V) the submanifold of g-orthonormal
frames. F(V) is an open subset of the vector space V” = VX
n = dimM. This fact is of great importance.
X . . . x V, where
The configuration space of an affinely rigid body can be identified with Q = Mx F(V).
Let (m, e) E Q; then m E M is the position of the centre qf muss and e = (e, . . . eA . . . e,)
E F(V) is a frame frozen into the body and describing its internal conjiguration. The basis

physical

of V dual to e will be denoted

by

e = (e’ . . . eA . . . e”);

(eA, eB> =

Q is open in Mx V”, hence the mechanical
state spaces
(Hamiltonian)
will be identified with PL = Q x V”+‘,
P =
space of translations
of P, V”+l x V*“+l, is endowed with the
1‘ P’ (D71,1191).
Affine coordinates
on Q, P,_, P induced by some arbitrary
E Q, will be denoted respectively
as follows:
(Xi,

Xi,),

([“,

~?‘a;

Vi,

Vi,)

)

(qi,

aA~.
TQ (Lagrangian)
and T*Q
Q x I’*“+‘, respectively.
The
natural symplectic two-form
but fixed affine frame (0, f)

Q’A; pi, PAi).

Let Af(M) denote the semigroup
of affine mappings of M into itself and GAf(M)
c Af(M) the group of affine isomorphisms.
Similarly, L(V) denotes the algebra of linear
mappings of V into itself and GL(V) c L(V) the linear group of V. There exists a natural
epimorphism
L: Af(M) + L(Y) such that As
= L(A)Fq for any A E Af(M), p, q E M.
L(A) will be referred to as the linear part of A. L maps GAf(M) onto GL(V). The kernel
of L]GAf(M)
consists of translations
in M and is canonically
isomorphic to V. L(H) denotes the algebra of real n x n matrices and GL(n) c L(n) the group of non-singular
matrices. Lie algebras of GL(V), GL(n) will be identified with L(V), L(n) (Lie bracket
being the usual commutator).
Similarly, the Lie algebra of GAf(M) can be identified
with Af(M, V), the set of all affine mappings cf M into V.
All the above-mentioned
groups GAf(M), GL(V), GL(n) act naturally on the configuration space Q. These actions are defined and denoted as follows:
If A E GAf(M), B E GL(V), C E GL(n), then
A(m, e) = A(m; e, . . . e,,) = (A(m);

L(A)er

. . . L(A)e,),

(1.1)
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B(m, e) = B(m; e, . . . e,) = (m; Be, . . . Be,),

(1.2)

(m, e)C = (m; e, . . . e,) C = (m ; f?jCj, . . . ej Cjn) .

(1.3)

GL(V)

act on the left and GL(n)

acts on the right

([12], [23], [22]).

When

endowed with the action of GAf(M) according to (l.l), Q becomes a homogeneous
space. As for (1.2), (1.3), this is not the case; for arbitrary m E M, {m> x F(V) is an orbit
of GL(V) and GL(n). Transformations
(1.3) commute with (1.1) and (1.2). The maximal
common
subgroup
of transformation
groups (1.2) (1.3) consists of dilatations
in the
second factor F(V); this group is canonically
isomorphic
to the Abelian multiplicative
group R’, (0); for arbitrary a E R:
aid,,(m,
(I denotes

the identity

e) = (m, e)aZ = (m; ae, . . . ae,)

matrix).

Now, let (m, e; V, V) E PL be a mechanical
state of the body; z, is its orbital translational velocity and V the generalized velocity of internal motion. Instead of V, we will
often make use of non-holonomic
quasivelocities
[I81 [22]:
The uffine velocity L&e, V) E L(V) is a linear mapping defined uniquely by the following conditions

:
VA = J.&e, V)e,,

Making

use of the obvious

tensorial

A = 1 . . . n = dimI/.

(1.4)

shorthand:
!J(e, V) = V,OeA,

we will write it simply as J2 when there is no danger of misunderstanding.
When the
mechanical
state of the body is (m, e; V, V) then the material point located at x E A4
moves with translational
velocity
v(x) = SZ(e, V) . Z+v.
(1.5)
Hence Sz describes

the Eulerian

of relative

[18] [20].

velocity

Co-moving

are components
moving

velocity field. Similarly,

affine velocity is defined

of internal

velocities

frame e = {eA) frozen

the Lagrangian

field

as a matrix fi(e, V) E L(n) the elements of which
V = {VB} = (V, . . . V,) with respect to the co-

into the body:
&e,

Equations

V describes

(1.4), (1.6) mean that d(e,

UAB = (eA, V,).
V) is a matrix

SZ(e, V)eA = e&(e,

(1.6)

of Once, V) with respect to e = {eA} :
V)BA.

(1.7)
In Euclidean theory the metric tensor g E V*@V* enables us to identify Sl(e, V) with
some element of VOV (by “raising the second index”). The skew-symmetric
part of such
a tensor isfi the laboratory angular vdocity of the body. Similarly, raising trivially the second
index of !J by means of the natural Kronecker metric on R” and taking the skew-symmetric
part, one gets the co-moving angular velocity [22]. Symmetric parts describe g-deformative
behaviour of the body.
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Similarly, instead of the usual canonical
momenta
conjugate
freedom, we will make use of affine momenta:
Let (nz , e; p, P) E P be a Hamiltonian
mechanical
state.
The canonical

afJ’ine spin Z(e,

P) E L(V)

is a linear

to internal

mapping

given

Co-moving

ponents

@ine

(1.8)

with V/oV*.

spin (canonid)

of PB with respect

is a matrix

P) the elements

i(e,

of which are com-

to e:
.Z(e, P)As = (PA, es).

Similarly,

as it was the case with d, i,6 IS
. a matrix

(1.9)

of _Z with respect

to e:

eA 0 2-(e, P) = Z(e, P)ABeB.
Obviously,

Z(e,

.), Q(e,
Tr(Z’(e,

of

by the formula

C(e, P) = e*@PA
when L(V) is identified

degrees

P) 0 fl(e,

(1.9a)

cogradient:

.) are pairwise

V)) = Tr(&e,

P)&e,

V)) = (P,

V).

(1.10)

The g-skew-symmetric
part of Z and &skew-symmetric
part of 2 multiplied
by 2
describe the canonical gyroscopic spin in laboratory
and co-moving terms, respectively.
Connections
between non-holonomic
objects Q, .Z and transformation
groups CL(V),
CL(n) are obvious 1221. Here we restrict ourselves only to some details.
When “lifted” in a natural way to the Lagrangian
state space PL, transformations
(1.1) (1.2), (1.3) become:
A(%

eA;

z)?

VA)

=

B(m,

eA;

u,

VA)

=

(A(m),
Cm,

L(deA;
BeA;

v,

&+,

(l.la)

‘%f)VA),

(1.2a)

BVA),

(m, eA; v, PA)C = (m, eBCBA; u, vBCBA).
Similarly, when lifted dually
point transformations
:

to the phase

space P, they become

A(m, eA;p, PA) = (A(m), L(A)eA;p
B(m, eA;p,

PA) = (m, BeA;p,

0 L(&l,

F[c](m,

eA;p,

PA>

=

Tr(z(e,

PA) = Tr(i(e,

extended
(I.lb)
(1.2b)
(1.3b)

C-lABPB).

Commutator
Lie algebras L(V), L(n) are represented
over P by generators
(“Hamiltonians”)
of infinitesimal
Let b E L(V), c E L(n). The corresponding
generators

the following

PA 0 L(A)-‘),

PA0 B-l),

(m, eA;p, PA)C = (m, eBCSA;p,

FWl(m,eA;p,

(1.3a)

in the Poisson bracket algebra
extended point transformations.
P[b], .F[c] are given as follows:
PI

0 b),

P) 0 c).

(1.11)
(1.12)

Therefore,
the canonical
affine spin and its co-moving
components
generate physical
affine rotations
(1.2) and material affine rotations
(1.3), respectively.
in an
Let the positive regular measure ,u(,,,) on M describe the mass distribution
affinely rigid body (homogeneously
deformable
gyroscope) the configuration
of which

DEFORMABLE

is (m, e) E Q. When
as ,u. Inertial
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its dependence
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on (m, e) does not matter,

of the translational

motion

which obviously does not depend on (m, e).
Similarly, inertial properties of internal motion

are described

are described

SPACE

we will write it shortly
by the total mass

by the tensor of inertia

Je = 1 Z%3EZdp,,,,,(x>
which depends

on e, but not on the location

of the centre
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(1.13)
of mass m E M. Let us write

J, = JABeA @eB .

(1.14)

The symmetric matrix llJABll of the co-moving
components
of inertia does not depend
on the configuration.
Hence, inertial properties of the body are described by n(n+ 1)/2+ 1
independent
constant parameters.
Putting directions of eA-s to coincide with principal
axes of inertia, we reduce the number of inertial parameters
to n+ 1.
Performing
the integration
over all material points, one can easily show that the total
kinetic energy is given as follows [18] [22]:
T(m, e;

ZJ,

V) =

$

(g, V@v)+&,

VA@VB)J~~-

(1.15)

Starting with this form of the kinetic energy, one can easily develop the usual formalism
of the Hamiltonian
analytical mechanics. The more general Newtonian
theory with friction phenomena
taken into account is based on the balance laws for the linear momentum
and affine spin.
Kinetical afine spin K(e, V) E V@ V is defined as follows :
K(e, V = 1 ~%3~W&,,,,,~4x>,
where z, is the Eulerian
can show that [20]

velocity

field (1.5) and m the position

K(e, V) = eA@VBJAB.

(1.16)
of the centre of mass. One

(1.17)

The skew-symmetric
part of K(e, V) is equal to the internal angular momentum (kinetical
spin).
Similarly, affine momentum of forces with respect to the centre of mass is given as
follows :
(1.18)
where F(x) is the density of forces at x E M per unit mass. The skew-symmetric
part of N
is equal to the usual momentum
of forces.
In the theory of an affinely rigid body, F is equal to the sum of both given forces and
reaction forces which are responsible
for affine rigidity. However, the part of N which
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is due to reaction forces vanishes when the constraints
are ideal. Hence, it is enough to
substitute to (1.13) only given forces. The second law of dynamics, applied to all material
points of the body, results in the following balance law:
dK
- = VA@VBJAB+N.
dt

(1.19)

It is interesting that the symmetric part of affine spin is non-conserved
even in the interaction-free case N = 0. The reason is that the affine spin is related to affine transformations of the physical space. But the affine symmetry of degrees of freedom is self-broken
by the Euclidean metric g occuring in (1.15). Taking into account the parametric
dependence of (1.15) on g, one can write
dK

= 2D,T+N.

dt
When

written

down explicitly,

(1.19) takes the form
d2
JABPA@ dt’ eB = N.

Making

use of natural

linear

(1.20)

coordinates

(1.21)

on FM,

d2
eiA = jAB;BjNji
>t2-

(1.22)

where i is the reciprocal matrix of J. We assume it exists. This assumption
means that
the body does not degenerate to a subset of affine submanifold
of dimension
lower
than n = dimM.
To complete the above “internal” equations to the full system of equations of motion,
one has to add the equations
of motion in orbital degrees of freedom, i.e. the balance
of the linear momentum
dv
Mz=F,

(1.23)

where F = 1F(x)dp ~m,o~(~) is the total force acting on the centre of mass.
Imposing
stronger constraints
which restrict the motion to the closed submanifold
F(V, g), one obtains the theory of the usual (i.e., metrical) rigid body. In principle,
equations (1.19) (1.23) retain then their validity; however, the symmetric part of (1.19)
becomes trivially satisfied after introducing
appropriate
symmetric momentum
of reaction
forces (responsible for the metrical rigidity). Therefore, the complete system of equations
of motion consists then of (1.23) and the skew-symmetric
part of (I .19). In such a way
one obtains the usual equations
of gyroscopic motion, based on the balance laws for
linear and angular momentum.
Kinematical
symmetry
groups GL(V), GL(n) become
then replaced by their orthogonal subgroups SO(V, g) c GL.(V), SO(n) c GL(n). Another
interesting
special case of an affinely rigid body is a shape-rigid body, i.e. a body which

DEFORMABLE

undergoes

only Euclidean
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deformation).

Obviously, equations of motion consist then of (1.23), the skew-symmetric
part of (1.19)
and the g-trace of (1.19) (i.e. trace calculated after lowering one of the tensor indices
by means of g). Kinematical
symmetries
are described then by the Weyl subgroups
SO@‘, g) x R\ {O}mu,t., SO(n) x R\ P>m,lt.. The equations of motion of an incompressible affinely rigid body consist of (1.23) and the g-trace-less
symmetries
of the body are based then on the unimodular

part of (1.19). Kinematical
subgroups
SL(V) c GL(V),

SL(n) c GL(n).
Remark:
Of course, the two notions of affine spin used above (kinetical K and canonical 2) are related to each other by means of the Legendre transformation.
2. Structured material points in a non-Euclidean space
Kinematics and geometry of degrees of freedom
All considerations
of the previous section concerned extended bodies. This point was
very essential when calculating
the kinetic energy, affine spin and deriving the equations
of motion. When doing this, we explicitly assumed the body to be an extended system
of material points (discrete or continuous).
The mathematical
description of configurations
by means of affine frames was merely a matter of convenience.
However, when all the
mentioned
formulas are derived, we can “forget” our starting point and adopt a more
abstract point of view. This idea consists in replacing extended bodies by structured material
points. Elementary
mechanical
objects are no longer described by material points, but
rather by affine frames, i.e. points with attached linear bases. The behaviour
of such
structured
bodies depends on their inertial properties
described by the scalar mass M
and the constant matrix J of co-moving
coefficients of inertia. However, they become
now primary notions-we
give up the measure ,u. The essential formulas (1.15), (1.17)
(but not (1.16)!), (1.19) and all later ones are assumed to remain valid. Obviously, the
whole geometry of Q, PL, P and kinematics
(affine velocities and canonical spin) remain
unchanged
as well.
Such an approach provides a convenient framework for studying extended, but small,
test bodies in a non-Euclidean
space. In such a formulation
the real extended bodies are
approximately
described by structured
material points [13], [16]. Let us mention
that
in some phenomenological
theories of continua,
real bodies are assumed to consist of
structured
material
points (micromorphic
continua
[6]). Such an approach
provides
us with a continuous model of granular media and molecular crystals.
Besides, the model of structured
material points is able to describe some essentially
new physical phenomena
provided such points are treated as primary notions.
There
are no a priori reasons to prefer structureless points as a model of elementary constituents
of real bodies. It is only agreement with experimental
data that is able to justify any choice
of a model. It is not excluded that structured material points will provide us with a classical
model of internal degrees of freedom of elementary particles. For example, the manifold
of orthonormal
frames or its covering space could be used as a configuration
space of
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classical spinning particles. Let us notice that the classical spin, together with the energymomentum
tensor, is a source of geometrical fields in Einstein-Cartan
theory of relativity
([S], [9], [25]). Hence, the notion of structured
material points is physically justified.
In the sequel we follow mainly the approach to internal degrees of freedom which
is due to Schild & Schlosser [16] and Kiinzle [13]. An another method of describing
internal motion in small mechanical systems in a non-Euclidean
space has been presented
by Souriau [27]. Unfortunately,
his approach
is purely phenomenological
and consists
in attributing
to the particle its internal angular momentum
(spin) and magnetic momentum treated as primary physical quantities. In our opinion the ideas of Schild, Schlosser
and Kiinzle are much more promising because in their treatment the internal degrees of
freedom are explicitly described and the internal angular momentum
is only a manifestation of internal motion. This is especially important
when one aims to describe internal
structure of elementary particles (the results of the Hofstadter experiments
suggest us to
revise a model of elementary
particle as a material point endowed with a few primary
characteristics
like spin, electric charge, magnetic momentum
and so on). The Souriau’s
treatment can be justified only in situations where the internal degrees of freedom enter
into Hamiltonians
only through the angular momentum
or magnetic momentum.
However, it is not the case even for such simple systems as classical heavy rigid bodies or rigid
bodies endowed with electrostatic
dipole (or higher) momenta.
Our model of internal
degrees of freedom is based on a linear group.
Hence,
besides of gyroscopic rotations
we take into account homogeneous
deformations
as an
admissible
mode of internal motion.
Let M be a smooth n-dimensional
differential manifold endowed with an affine connection r ([12], [23]). It is assumed to model our physical space.
The con$guration space of an affinely rigid body in (M, r) is identified with Q = FMthe manifold of all linear frames. This is the only natural generalization
of the Euclidean
theory. In the sequel, Z: FM -+ M denotes the natural projection
of the principal fibre
bundle of frames onto its base. The manifold of co-frames will be denoted by Q* = F*M
and the corresponding
projection
by R:*: F*M + M. Similarly, for arbitrary differential
manifold N, the symbols TN: TN --f N, zx: T*N + N denote respectively the natural projections of the tangent and cotangent bundles over N onto their base N.
The L(n)-valued
connection
form on FM ([12], [23]) will be denoted by w.
In many problems it will be convenient
to replace Q = FM by the so-called singular
coqfiguration space Q, = F,M which consists of all ordered n-tuples of vectors (attached
at the same points) in M, not necessarily linearly independent
ones:

Qs = F,M

= UM X T,,,M = @ TM,
n
n

where the last symbol denotes the n-fold Whitney sum [l l] of tangent
Similarly, we introduce the manifold of singular co-frames:
Q$ =F,*M

= I..&$

T;M

= @ T”M.
n

(2.1)
bundles

over M.
(2.2)
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plements of Q, Q* in FsM, F’,*M consist of linearly dependent n-tuples of vectors (resp.
co-vectors),
therefore, they are (n” +n - 1)-dimensional
closed subsets of measure zero.
The natural projections of Fs,M, FZM onto M will be denoted by the same symbols SZ,SZ*.
Replacing of Q by Q, results in some technical simplifications.
Besides, when we intend
to describe structured material points rather than extended continua, there are no physical
reasons for excluding singular configurations
describing a “flattened” body with degenerate
dimension.
This is especially important
also when describing
test bodies composed of
a finite number of (structureless)
material points.
We will make use of the natural projections
eA: F,M-t
where eA projects

A = 1, . . ..n.

TM,

any fibre onto the Ath component
e,(e)

= 0,&,

of the Cartesian

product

. . . e,) = eA E TM.

(2.3)

Motions are described
by twice differentiable
curves e: R --f F,M. Orbital motion
is described then by the curve 7c o e: R -+ M. However, contrary to the Euclidean case,
one cannot separate the internal part of e, because, in general, Q, Q, fail to be trivial
bundles over M in any natural way. It is only the complete total motion e and its orbital
part z 0 e that possess an invariant
geometrical meaning.
Contrary to configurations,
generalized velocities and momenta, i.e. elements of TF,M,
T*F8M, split naturally
into orbital and internal parts. The reason is that the affine connection I’ on M gives rise to the natural trivialization
of the second bundle of frames
F,F,M
[13]. Therefore,
the tangent bundle TF,M and the co-tangent
bundle T”F,M
are canonically
parallelizable
and trivial [13]
TFsM x F,Mx

R”xL(n)

M T”F,M.

(2.4)

Similarly, the tangent and co-tangent bundles rM: TM --f M, zc: T*M + h4 are endowed
with n-dimensional
“horizontal”
distributions
complementary
to their fibres. They are
non-integrable
if and only if M is curved (non-flat).
For example, let e: R -+ F,M be an arbitrary motion and $ : R + TF,M its hodograph (tangent curve) [l]. Even without going into any details one can guess that the
r-internal
behaviour of the body (i.e. T-horizontal
component
of e’) is described by an
array of curves
&(8,.e):

where D denotes
onto
motion

translational

the Pcovariant
(orbital)

: . ..$o..e)(t)
(

.
1

TM,

differentiation.

Hence,

s&(t)

and

velocity

. ..

R-,

generalized
g eneralized

velocity
velocity

e’(t) splits
of internal
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Remark.

In general,

D(no e)- , D
D,cb

--D7

o e> d escribe

non-holonomic

quasivelocities

[22]. They become integrable if and only if r is flat.
Now, let us describe in some detail the geometric structure of both the Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian
state spaces TFS M, T*F, M [l]. This is necessary for further developments. The main point is to describe canonical diffeomorphisms
which enable us to identify
TF,M, T*F,M with some manifolds
PL, P more convenient
in practical calculations
(just because of the aforementioned
splitting into orbital and internal behaviour).
In the sequel, the manifolds TF,M, T”FSM will be referred to as canonical state spaces
and the corresponding
manifolds
PL, P-as
covariant state spaces, Lagrangian
and
Hamiltonian
respectively. They are defined in terms of Whitney sums of fibre bundles:
PL =
P

Physical
E P:

=

U X T,M
msh4(2n-fl)

=

@ TM = F,M@TMOF,M,

U
XTmMX
T;M
meh4 n
(nil)

interpretation

(2.5)

Zntl

of

= @TM@
FM
n
(n$l)

= F,M@T*MO<:M.

(... e,$ . . . . u, . . . VA . ..) E PL and

(2.6)

(... eA . . . ; p, . . . p* . ..)

c = (... e, . ..) E F, M -configuration
= z,&vA) is an orbital
VETM
(. . vA
peT”M
(. . pA

of the body; in particular,
m = n(e) = z&u)
configuration,
i.e. location of the centre of mass;
-translational
orbital velocity of the centre of mass;
. . .) E F, M -an
array of generalized velocities of internal motion;
-covariant
momentum
of translational
motion;
. . .) E F,* M -an
array of covariant momenta of internal motion.

Projections
of PL and P onto the first (configurational)
will be denoted as follows :
pr: PL --f F,M,
pr(... eA . . ..v.
The affine connection

“pr:

I?

TF,M

-+ PL,

*r:

of Whitney

P --+FSM,

. . . VA . ..) = *pr(... eA . . ..p.

r gives rise to the natural

components

. ..p*

sums
(2.7)

. ..) = (... eA . ..).

diffeomorphisms:
T”F,M

-+ P.

(2.8)

(Use of the same symbol I’ for two logically distinct notions does not lead to any misunderstandings.)
Now, let us describe explicitly the mappings I’, *I: The manifold F,M is endowed
with two complementary
distributions:
e + Ver=, e + Her,. This results in the following
decomposition
of T,FS M into a direct sum:
T,F,M

= Hor,@Ver,.

(2.9)

The subspace Vet-, c T,F, M consists of vectors tangent at e to fibres of the principal
fibre bundle FSM; it is spanned on Killing vector-fields of the structure group GL(n. R).
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at e in the sense of I’:

= Kero,.

(2.10)

of T,F,M

onto

Her,,

Ver,,

respectively.

Ob-

F sn(e,M = x Tn(,,M = (Tn(,,M)“,
n
is a linear space. It is well known that a linear space is canonically
isomorphic
to all its
tangent spaces; therefore,
there exists a canonical
isomorphism
of FsnCe)A4 and Ver,
the natural isomorphism
of Hor, and T,(,,M, and
= TJF,,(,, M]. This isomorphism,
the canonical splitting: T,F,M = Hor,OVer,,
give rise to the natural linear isomorphism
r,:
and the corresponding

T,F,M

+ T,(,,Mx

(2.11)

Fsn(e,M

dual isomorphism

*re: T,F,M -+ T,*,,,Mx F&,,M.
.
.
The distrlbuttons
e w Ver,, e I-+ Hor, are smooth, therefore,
all the
fit together when varying e, so as to give smooth global mappings
I?
*r:

TFsM+

PL = F,M@TM@F,M,

T*F,M -+ P = F,MQ

T”M@F,*M,

(2.12)
above

mappings

(2.13)

The mappings r, *r are smooth diffeomorphisms
and the orbital part of generalized
velocity does not depend on the connection 1: On the contrary, the internal part depends
explicitly on I: In the dual splitting of canonical momenta,
the above r-properties
of
orbital and internal objects become interchanged.
The natural r-splitting
of kinematical
quantities into internal and orbital parts enables
us to introduce
non-Euclidean
counterparts
of non-holonomic
affine velocities and momenta 9,X, K, which have been defined in Section 1. Namely, the corresponding
Euclidean
formulas (1.4), (1.6), (1.7), (1.Q (1.9) (1.17) are assumed to retain their validity when
applied to covariant quantities
used in P and P.
More rigorously:
The afine velocity Q(e, V) E L(Tnce,M) corresponding
( . . . ed . . . .‘U, . . . I-a . . .) E PL (with e E FM) is a linear mapping
uniquely by the formula
I’._, = Q(e, V)e__,,

A = 1, . . . . n,

to the mechanical
state
of T,(,, M into itself, defined
(2.14)

i.e.
Q(e, V) = Va@eA

(2.14a)

(mixed second-order
tensor VA@eA identified with an endomorphism
of T*(,,M).
The canonical afSine spin E(e, P) E L(Tnc,,M) corresponding
to the Hamiltonian
State (...eA ...;p, ... PA . ..) is defined by the formula
z(e,

P) = eAB’PA,

(2.15)
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e*o.Z(e,
The kinetical

P) = PA,

affine spin K(e, V) is an element

A = 1, . . ..n.

(2.15a)

of Tzc,, MO T,(,, M given by

K(e, V) = eA@VBJAB,
where ll~*~l( is a constant

co-moving

matrix

of inertia

(2.16)
characteristic

for the body.

In the

theory of a test affinely rigid body it becomes a primary notion.
Contrary to-2 and K which are well defined all over the whole singular state spaces
P = *r(T’*F,M),
PL = r(TF,M),
the quasivelocity
Q is meaningful
on I‘(TFM) only
and no value of .Q can be attached to a singular state with e, A . . A e, = 0.
The objects Z(e, P), K(e, V) are related to each other via the Legendre transformation.
The skew-symmetric

of K(e, V) multiplied
by 2, 2eAr\ VBJAB, is the usual spin
of the body. When M is endowed with a metric tensor g,
then the g-skew-symmetric
parts of Q(e, I’), X(e, P) multiplied by 2 are to be identified
with angular velocity and canonical spin, respectively.
(internal

angular

part

momentum)

All the above quantities
give rise to the corresponding
co-moving objects described
by L(n)-valued functions on PL and P; their matrix-values
d(e; o, V), I?(e; u, V), f(e; p, p)
consist of the components
of tensors .Q(e, V), K(e, V), E(e, P) with respect to the comoving configuration-basis
frozen into the body. One can show immediately
that
&$(e;

u, V) = (eA, V,),

(2.17)

P) = (PA, eB).

(2.18)

iAs(e;p,

Therefore, instead of Q*,, Z*, we shall also make use of the more suggestive symbols
VA,¶I PA B> respectively, when there is no danger of misunderstanding.
We will also make use of the co-moving description of orbital quantities. It is achieved
by using R”-valued functions G, > on PL, P, respectively:
u*(e; u, V) = (e*, v),

pa(e;p,P) = (p, eA>.

(2.19)

The affine connection
I’ enables us to represent the Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian
state spaces in a convenient
way as manifolds
PL = F8M@TMOF,M,
P = F,MO
OT*MOF,*
M, respectively.
Replacement
of covariant velocities and momenta by nonholonomic
r-objects
results in other representations.
They are immediate
and natural
generalizations
of similar methods in the theory of usual rigid bodies, where the mechanical
state is described by configuration
and non-hoionomic
angular velocity (or angular momentum) rather than by usual generalized velocities (or conjugate momenta).
Let LM be a set of all linear endomorphisms
of all tangent spaces of M:
LM =

u
msM

L(T,M).
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Obviously, LM is a differential manifold in a natural way. It carries the fibre bundle
structure :
l:LM+M
where Z(L(T,M)) = {m).
The objects Q, ,Z’suggest us to describe internal phenomena in terms of LM rather
than F.M. Let us introduce the manifolds:
Pn = F,M@TM@LM

= m.&FsmMx

Pr = F,M@T*MQLM

T,,,Mx L(T,,,M),

= mvMF,,M x T:M x L(T,,,M)

and diffeomorphisms :
9-n: P, -+ PQ,

9-2: P-+Px
given by the formulas
Y&e; v, V) = (e; v, O(e, V)) = (e; v, VA@?),
Y,r(e;p,

P) = (e;p, Z(e, P)) = (e;p, ea@PA).

The co-moving objects $, 2; 2, i provide us with an another representation of state spaces,
which gives an account of the aforementioned trivialization of vector bundles over F,M.
Let us write
i = F,MxR”xL(n)

z F,MxR”xR”‘.

The manifold i can be used both as a Lagrangian and Hamiltonian state space, and the
corresponding identifications :
25 PL -+ PA,

*9% P-d
are given as follows:
.+(e;

V,

V)

=
=

*Ae;p,

(e;

i?(e;

v,

V),

d(e;

0,

V))

* ... VA ..,,... PA
(. . . eA ...)

P) =

(e;j(e;p,

...) =

(...eA .... ... (e",v)

.... ... (e*, V,4) ...)

P),i’(e;p,P))

= ( . . . t?A. . . ,* . . . PA . . . . . . . PAB . ..) = (... eA . . . . . . . (p, &?A). . . , . . . <PA, eB) .-.)*

The canonical Pfaff form CO+,, of the co-tangent bundle rFBM: T*FsM -) F8M [I], [2],
[7], [23] gives rise (via *F) to the Pfaff form or on P and to the symplectic phase space
structure (P, &II,); obviously,
Wj?M= *r*w,.

(2.20)

In the sequel, the symplectic manifold (P, do,) will be treated as the phase space of our
system.
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The co-variant co-moving variables P A, PAB on P enable us to write down the complete
clear
system of Poisson brackets corresponding
to dw F in a compact and geometrically
form. Let f, g be arbitrary smooth functions on the configuration
space QS = FsM. Then
we have the following co-moving representation of Poisson brackets:
{fo*kpr,go*pr)
(P,,f
where Df is the I’-covariant

= 0,
0 *PI

0 *pr> = (DfL

differential

off,

(2.22)

i.e.

Of,= dfe0He,
{PAs, f o *pr} = (EA,f)

(2.21)

o *pr = (df, EAB>o *pr

(2.21a)
(2.23)

of GL(n), i.e. fundamental
vector-fields
where EAB are the basic Killing vector-fields
of the principal fibre bundle (identified, as usual, with the corresponding
differential operators).
(PAB, PC,} = PCs fY,-

PAD 6C,,

{PC, PA*) = -Ped”c,
{PA, PB) = -PDcR”DAB+2PcSC&

(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)

components
of the curvature
and torsion
wke-e R’DAB, SC AB are (... eA . ..)-co-moving
on P, which do not depend on
tensors on M. Obviously, they are “vertical” functions
generalized momenta.
The geometric meaning of the above formulas is obvious: PA is an infinitesimal generator
of the parallel transport
along the e,-direction
and PA B are generators
of the action of
the structural linear group GL(n); moreover, equations (2.24) show that PAB is the natural
basis of the corresponding
Lie algebra L(n). Generators
PA behave like vectors under
the action of GL(n) (cf. (2.25)), nevertheless,
equation
(2.26) implies that the system
PA, PA8 fails to generate an n-dimensional
local affine group, except in the special case
of a flat affine connection
when both R, S do vanish.
The above system of Poisson brackets can easily be reformulated
so as to involve
only laboratory terms, related to a fixed reference frame in the physical space. To achieve
acompact form of sucha description, we introduce some auxiliary symbols. Let X: A4 --+ TM
be an arbitrary vector-field on A4 and T: M -+ LM an arbitrary field of linear mappings,
i.e. second-order,
mixed tensor field on M. The mappings X, T are cross-sections
of the
fibre bundles T,,.,: TM --f M, I,: LM -+ M, respectively. Now, let us define the Xth component of the orbital momentum
and Tth component
of the internal momentum
as functions p[X]: P --+R, P[T]: P --f R given by the formulas
p[X](...

eA . . . ;p,

P[T](...

..’ PA . ..) = (P, X+9> = (P, X&p)),

eA . . . . p, . . . PA . ..) = Tr (T,(,, 0 C(e, P)).

(2.27)
(2.28)
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as follows:
(2.29)

Tzp$~)~~,i.

( (EAB} is the natural

basis of the Lie algebra of Killing
Let X, Y be arbitrary vector-fields on M. Then

vector-fields).

RcxhYj: M --f LM

(2.30)

denotes the field of linear mappings
obtained by contracting
the skew-symmetric
components of the curvature tensor R on M with the two-vector XA Y.
Now, let f, g be arbitrary smooth functions on A4, X, Y arbitrary smooth vector-fields
on M and T, U arbitrary fields of linear mappings on M. We have the following representation of Poisson brackets in laboratory terms:
(2.3 1)

{fo *pr, g 0 *pr> = 0,
(p[X],fo
where IiftX:

*pr} = <df, IiftX)

FM + TFM is a I’-horizontal

{P[Tl,fo

where (UT)(m)

P[U]}

(2.32)

lift of the vector-field

*pr) = (-JS’]f)

{P[T],

0 *pr

0 *pr = (df, EITI)

= P[[U,

X [12]
(2.33)

0 *pr,

T]] = P[UT-TTU],

(2.34)

= PP’x TJ,

(2.35)

= U(m) 0 T(m),
{p WI, fV’1)

where Vx is the r-covariant
{P[X],P[Y]}

derivative

=

in the X direction

-J’&,,I+P[K

Yl] = -P[&,,l+pW--Xl.

(2.36)

Now, we describe the above constructions
in terms of local coordinates.
on P, induced by some coordinates
xi on M.
Let Qi, QiA ) Pi, PAi be local coordinates
This means that Q are pull-backs
of xi (@ = xi o *pr) and the values of QiA, Pi,, PAi on
of vectors and covectors
eA, p, pA,
the state (... e, . . . , p, . . . pA . ..) are components
respectively,
with respect to coordinates
xi. The above construction
of the mapping I’
implies that coordinates
. .Qi, Q’A, Pi, PAi. . are non-canonical
(non-symplectic)
:
dmr # dPi A dQ’ + dPAi A dQiA .
The complete

system of Poisson

brackets

(ei, Qj} = 0,

{Q’,,

(Pi, Pj) = -QksPBIR1kij
(Pi ) P”j> = PAkrkji )

for these coordinates
Q~B} = 0,

= -PklR’kij,

{Qi, Q’A}

(2.37)
takes

the following

= 0,

{PAi, P”j> = 0,

{Pi, Qj> = 6ijp {Pi, QjA> = -Q”Arjkiy

(PAi, Qj} = 0,

{PAi, Q$}

where
p;

= QiA pAj

= 8ijaA,,

form:

(2.38)
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is a local description of canonical affine spin, RJkij, ri,, are components of the curvature
tensor and connection coefficients respectively with respect to coordinates x’ on M (and
the shorthand is used which identifies these functions with their bundle pullbacks to P).
One can calculate easily the following brackets:
{ PL)b PCd}
)

=

PadCYb- PCbda*,

{Pi, P”j} = -P>rkli+Pklr>i,

(2.39)

af
P:~f@ks))= &ap,;
for arbitrary f EC1(Rn2)
3. Kinematical

symmetries

In this section we analyse the theory from the point of view of transformation groups
acting in Q. = F,M.
In the Euclidean theory we deal with three natural Lie groups of kinematical symmetries:
GAf(M), GL(V), GL(n); cf. (l.l)-(1.3). The first of them, the physical group of affine
motions, acts on both the orbital and internal degrees of freedom at the same time. Its
“linear part”, GL(V), the physical group of affine rotations, acts natural!y on the internal
degrees of freedom only (cf. (1.2)). The action of both these groups, GAf(M), GL(V),
is closely related to the physical dynamical interactions in the physical space M. In principle, the changes of mechanical state of the body, described by transformations (I.l),
(1.2) can be really physically achieved by subjecting the body to the action of appropriate
forces and affine momenta. In dynamical terms of the Hamiltonian description of velocitydependent, e.g., magnetic interactions of the body with external fields, the field quantities
are coupled to the generators of the left-acting “physical” groups GAf<M), GL(V).
On the contrary, transformations (1.3) of GL(n) acting on internal degrees of freedom,
have nothing to do with interactions in M. When acting on FM, the group GL(n) commutes
with GL(V) and GAf(M). Therefore, the Poisson brackets of generators of GL(n) with
those of GL(V), GAf(M), do vanish. Hence, GL(n) does not possess any operational
meaning. It is a group of “hidden” kinematical symmetries, distinct from symmetries
of space GAf(M), GL(V), although related to them in some sense. No physical interactions in M are able to remove the degeneracy of dynamical problems with respect to
generators of GL(n) when such a degeneracy occurs. In quantum theory usual measurements are quite insensitive to the quantum numbers corresponding to these generators.
In the theory of the usual (i.e. metrical) rigid body in a Riemann space (M, g), when
the configuration space consists of g-orthonormal frames only, one deals with Euclidean
subgroups: &(M,g) c GAf M), SO(V,g) c GL(V), SO(n) c GL(n) of kinematical
symmetries (SO(n)-the
group of orthogonal matrices). The physical interpretation is
essentially the same.
In non-Euclidean theory there is no natural counterpart of GAf(M). In fact, as a rule,
non-flat affine connections need not admit non-trivial symmetry groups. Similarly, in the
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theory of test rigid bodies there is no natural counterpart of b(M, g), because the existence of non-trivial symmetries (motions) of g is an exception rather than a rule. Therefore, the very notion of a large gyroscope, both rigid and homogeneously-deformable,
becomes inadequate then. In special cases where (M, g) admits non-trivial Killing vectors,
rigid motions can be defined, however, such rigid bodies in general possess less degrees
of freedom than in the Euclidean case. The dimension of their configuration space is
equal to the number of independent Killing vectors. It is not the case where small test
bodies are concerned. In fact, degrees of freedom of test rigid bodies, or affinely rigid
bodies can easily be defined locally in tangent spaces, quite independently of any global
symmetries in M ([13], [16]). Therefore, only locaI symmetries in tangent spaces, acting
on internal degrees of freedom, are generally well defined.
Contrary to GAf(M), the right action (1.3) of GL(n) is still valid in FM, without any
changes, because GL(n) is just the structural group of a principal fibre bundle of frames
over M:
C E_GL(~): (... eA . ..) H (... eBCBA. ..).
(3.1)
The orthogonal subgroup SO(n) c CL(n) acts on the con6guration space of a g-rigid
body F(M, g) c F(M) according to the same rule.
The counterpart of (1.2) is a little more complicated, because in a curved space we have
neither standard space V nor standard group GL(V). We have only at disposal local symmetries GL(T,M) acting separately in tangent spaces T,,,M.
We introduced above the fibre bundle of local linear mappings
I: LM --) M

where

LM = &.!.!L(T,,,M)

and I(L(T,M))

= {m]

for any m E M.
Similarly, we put
GM = uMGL(T,M),

(3.2)

i.e. the manifold of local linear isomorphisms. Obviously, GM is an open submanifold
of LM, its complement being a subset of measure zero. GM carries the fibre bundlestructure over M in a natural way. Its canonical projection is I/GM: GM + M. In the
sequel, we do not distinguish graphically between l]GM and I; this does not lead to misunderstandings.
Now, let S?(M) denote the set of all smooth cross-sections 0: M --, LM of the fibre
bundle I: LM + M. Similarly, ‘99(M) will denote the set of all smooth cross-sections
of I: GM --t M. %9(M) is an open subset of P’(M) assuming the topology of pointwise
convergence in P(M).
.9’(M) is an infinite-dimensional
associative real algebra, all algebraic operations
being understood pointwise:
(a1 cl + a2 ~5) (4

= al cl (4 + a2 44,

(a1 g2)(m) = c1 (4 0 o&4
for arbitrary m E M, cl, a, E Z’(M), a,, a, E R.

(3.3)
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Moreover,

Z’(M)

is a commutator-Lie

algebra

b1 UJ =
3

Similarly,

99(M)

u’1

is an infinite-dimensional

being defined in (3.3).
The identity of the group

99(M)

a(m)
The group-inverse

in a natural

u2--u2

u,.

topological

will be denoted

= fdr,M

way:
(3.4)

group,

the group

multiplication

by F; obviously,

for any m E M.

of o E ‘ZIP’(M) will be denoted

(3.5)

by 2 E 99’(M):

&=;a=&.

(3.6)

Any fibre of LM is a Lie algebra of the corresponding
fibre,of GM, hence, roughly speaking, Y(M) is an infinite-dimensional
Lie algebra of 99(M)-elements
of 9(M)
provide
us with an infinitesimal
description
of the group 99(M).
Elements of P(M)
act naturally
on the manifold Fs&lM. For arbitrary
cross-section
(r: M + LM, we define and denote this action as follows:
(r(... CA . ..) = (... (T,(,)e,, . ..).

(3.7)

Therefore, 99(M)
becomes a transformation
group of F8’,M, acting on the left; the closed
submanifold
FM is stable under 99(M)
acting according to (3.7). Formula
(3.7) is an
obvious counterpart
of (1.2). However, when (M, IJ is non-flat, there is no natural way
to “glue” local symmetries (3.7) so as to get an n2-dimensional
global Lie group of symmetries, like (1.2). To achieve this, one has to introduce
additional
geometric objects,
e.g., a teleparallelism
Jz: TM -+ P’ which identifies all tangent spaces with the standard
space V and, consequently,
gives rise to a faithful representation
f: GL(V) --f KY(M).
Transformation
groups GL(n), ~_Y’(~) acting on F,M according to (3.1), (3.7) can be
naturally lifted to the tangent and co-tangent bundles TF,M, T*F,M, and consequently-to
the covariant
state spaces PL, P via the aforementioned
identifications
I’: TF,M + PL,
“r: T”F, M + P.
The description
in terms of state spaces Pn, Pz, P* is also easily available.
Care must be taken when investigating
finite actions of 39(M)
on PL
P. Literal
counterparts
of Euclidean formulas (1.2a), (1.2b) fail to be valid because of dealing in PL
and P with non-hotonomic covariant vector quantities instead of the ordinary generalized
velocities
and momenta.
This is the price we must pay for the elegant splitting
of
generalized velocities onto orbital and internal vectorial parts.
One can show that the natural lift of (3.7) to PL is given by
(I(... f, . . ..v.

. . . VA . ..) = (... g,(,)eA . . . . 0, . . . u,(,)~~+(Vv~))eA

...).

Therefore, contrary to the Euclidean case (1.2a), the orbital and internal
velocities fail to be independent
under transformations.
The expected term
modified by the orbital velocity which gives rise to the correction
(V,cr>eA.

(3.8)
covariant
~,(,)VA is
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of 0 E 92(M)

is given

as

follows :
a(... eA . . ..p.

. . . PA . ..)
= (... cr’n(e)eA. . . . p-P[GV(.,c](e;p,

In the above symbolic

formula

the covariant

P); . . . PA 0 &,

vector p-

. ..).

(3.9)

P[GV(., oJ(e; p, P) is defined

to take the value
<P, V>-P[~V,4(e;P,

(3.9a)

P)

for arbitrary v E T,(,, M = Tz&cpjM. Hence, the transformation
properties of the orbital
and internal parameters are quite opposite to those in (3.8). In fact, the internal momenta
PA transform according to the autonomic rule, essentially the same as in Euclidean theory
(1.2b). On the contrary, the orbital covariant momentum
is modified by the term depending on internal degrees of freedom; for arbitrary vector-field X: A4 + TM, the function
p[XJ is transformed
by c into

PFl-mQJ1
and for arbitrary

mixed

PtCl.
In local coordinates
are described as

tensor

field T: M -+ LM, the function

(U, x’) on A4, the r-correction
I
orn:ke m*Vk,

respectively,

emg PB, i?,

terms

P[T] is deformed

(V,a)ea,

P[GVC.,a](e;p,

‘T”,;i ,

into
P)
(3.10)

whence

Similarly,
(U)) = P;(O’i 0 7d0 *pr)

P[o]J*pr-‘(n-l
where

P) = QiAPAj.

(3.11)

The action of the structural
group GL(n) on the state spaces PL, P is much more
simple. In fact, the natural lifts of (3.1) are given by the same formulas as in the Euclidean
theory :

( ... eA

. . . . 0,

(... eA . . ..p.

...

VA . ..)c

_.. P*...)C

= (... eBcBA. . . . v, . . .
= (... eBCBA . . ..p.

vBcBA. ..).

. . . C-rABPB...)*

(3.12)
(3.13)

Now, we give the explicit formulas for infinitesimal
generators of extended point transformations
(3.9), (3.13). When described in terms of the manifold
P = F, MOTXMO
OF: M, they coincide essentially with flat space-expressions
(1.1 l), (1.121.
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In fact, let u: A4 -+ LM be an arbitrary cross-section of 1: LM -+ M, i.e. a field of
infinitesimal generators of local physical symmetries. Such an a E B(M) gives rise to the
above-introduced function P[or]. One can easily show that P[a] is an infinitesimal
Hamiltonian generator of the one-parameter group of canonical mappings of P, (0 : t E R}
1

where c,,, = exp( - a,t) for arbitrary m E M, and each CJE 99(M)
I

t

acts on P according

to (3.9). Obviously, the terms “Hamiltonian” and “canonical” are to be understood here
in the sense of the symplectic 2-form dwr on P. Such a group does preserve all fibres over
M and the structure of infinitesimal generators is essentially the same as in a flat space,
P[al(e;P,

P) = Tr(z(e,

(3.14)

P) 0 a,(,)).

Similarly, arbitrary a E L(n) gives rise to the generator P,[u]: P + R where
P&l(e;P,
i’(e;p,

P) = Tr$(e;P,

WI,

P)AB = (PA, eB> = P*B(e;p,

(3.15)
P).

(3.16)

Obviously,

{P&l, P&II = P&J, 611= P&b-W,

(3.17)

and the natural basis of the Lie algebra {P,[a], a E L(n)) consists of functions PAB:
P&z] = PA&?*.

(3.18)

In adapted coordinates
PAB]*pr-‘(~-‘(U))
P,[u] gives rise (as a Hamiltonian

= P*iQ’B.

generator) to the one-parameter
(3.13); to get it, one should substitute
C = exp(-ut)

(3.19)
group of right actions
(3.20)

into (3.13).
4. Dynamics
Let us start with non-dissipative phenomena. To derive the equations of motion we
have to assume something about the particular form of the Lagrange function L: PL --) R.
The most natural and simplest choice of a dynamical model consists in putting L to be
composed of appropriately defined kinetic and potential terms (energies). To define kinetic
energy we will inject an additional geometric structure into the physical space M, namely,
the metric tensor g. Hence, the geometry of M is defined by two objects: the affine connection r and the metric tensor g. At the present stage we do not assume them to be interrelated in any way. The metric field g gives rise to the natural Christoffel connection { }.
Therefore, the manifold it4 is endowed with two alllne connections: r, { >, and consequently, with two kinds of covariant derivatives and parallel transports. In the sequel,
the r-covariant derivative will be denoted by V and the corresponding parametric derivative
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by D/Dt. The corresponding Christoffel { }-operators are denoted by a, 8/h, respectively.
The curvature and torsion tensors R, S used in the sequel, are to be understood in the
r-sense.
It is well known that any pair of linear connections 1r, J’ on M gives rise to some
tensor field Won M with a one contravariant and two covariant indices. In terms of local
coordinates
Jic-2

ra,, = WOb,,.

(4.1)

In more sophisticated terms of objects on FM: Let 1w, pa be corresponding L(n)-valued
connection forms on FM. It is easy to show that the form 1w- 2w is always vertical and :
< Wtqe,, eA@x@w> = (1c0,-2W,)AB.lifte 2,

(4.la)

where v E T,(,,M and (. . . eA . . .) is the dual co-frame of e = (. . . eA . . .).
In the sequel, the W-field corresponding to linear connections r, { > will be denoted
by 3y.
The requirement of a correspondence with Euclidean theory suggests us to put the
kinetic energy T: PL + R in the form
W; v, P) = q

<once),NW

+ -&g+,,

VA8

VB)

JAB

(4.2)

where M is the mass of the body and JAB are the co-moving components of the inertial
tensor.
Let V: FM + R be the potential energy and
L = T-Vopr

the corresponding Lagrange function.
The corresponding Legendre transformation

(4.3)

2:

PL + P leads to the Hamiltonian

H:P-+R:
H=Y+Vo*pr=

To.Y-‘+Vo*pr

(4.4)

where

r&p,

PI =

~<P~p,g)+t(PA~PB,~~J,a,

g is the contravariant tensor field reciprocal to g, and j/JA~ll is reciprocal to I IJABII.
An explicit derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to L is a rather
complicated matter. It is much more easy to work within the Hamiltonian framework
and to calculate the equations of motion by means of the above-calculated Poisson brackets
(with making use of their standard properties like (f, g o h} = g’ o h {f, h} and the usual.
Lie algebra identities). Obviously, the dynamics is described by the equation
$(F”g,)

= (H,F}ogt

(4.6)
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where F is an arbitrary smooth function and (g,: t E R} denotes the one-parameter
dynamical group generated by the Hamiltonian
H.
To derive the complete system of equations
of motion, one should replace F in the
above equation by the components
of linear momentum
and canonical
affine spin. The
inverse-Legendre
transformation
results then in a complete system of dynamical
laws
formulated
in kinematical
(Newtonian)
terms. The equations
of motion written in such
a form are nothing else but the balance laws for the linear momentum
and affine spin.
To avoid unnecessary
complications
at this stage, we shall write the resulting
equations
of motion in a local index-like form. In the sequel, (xi, eiA) denote the Madapted coordinates
on FM.
Let t I+ e(t) = (... e,(t) . ..) be the motion of the body and t t+ v(t) the history of
its orbital velocity. Then, making use of the obvious shorthands
of the tensor analysis,
we have
M Dv"
__
Dt

zzz

-

vb +
MXabcvbvc
+ K”, RCdnb
i D2eiB
___
Dt2

eA

J

AB

=

x&o._

_ eiAgjk%il

Deb
L
Dt

_9’)8-

De’*
3T

JAB F",
+

+Nij,

(4.7a)

(4.7b)

where
Nij

=

_

eiAf?!$
gU

(4.8)

A
is an affine momentum

of forces,
F”

acting
=

_g”b

on internal

degrees

of freedom

and

c

;,--Nmj&,

is an orbital force. One can easily show that,
terior differential of V:

essentially,

(4.9)
Fa = g,,Fb

TzCe,M 3 F(e) = - DV, o lift,

is a covariant

ex(4.10)

where 3 denotes the covariant
vector of forces (FO = Fa) and lift,: Tncpj A4 -+ T,FM
is the natural injection which maps the tangent space of A4 at n(e) onto the corresponding
horizontal space Hor, c T,FM.
F, N to be arbitrary

. . . eA . . , . . . $t
. .. ,
1
(
not necessarily derivable from a potential
V as in (4.8), (4.9), one obtains the general
form of equations
of motion, valid in a non-conservative
dissipative case as well.
In the above model the metrical and affine structures in the physical space A4 are
independent
of each other. This is the reason why even in the interaction-free
case, when
F = 0, N = 0, the equations
of motion predict a mutual exchange of energy between
internal and orbital degrees of freedom. From the physical point of view especially interestAllowing

dynamical

quantities

functions

of
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ing is the special case of a Riemann-Cartan space [S], [9], [25], where the metrical relations are invariant under all parallel transports, i.e.
(4.11)

vg = 0.

Then, X becomes the so-called contortion tensor ([S], [9]) which is related to the torsion
S of the connection I? in the following way:
xkij zz - Skij+ Sjki- Sii”.

(4.12)

One can easily show that the equations of motion reduce then to the following ones:
__
MB”
Dt

(4.13a)

= 2MvbvcScba-I-Kd, Rcdabvb + F”,
D2ei

eiA --&JAB

= N’j,

(4.13b)

Making use of the well-known symmetries of the curvature tensor in a Riemann-Cartan
space, we get
M Dv”
-=
Dt

2MvbvcScbu+
DZei B
DtZ

eiA

(or, in absolute terms:

JAB

(4.14a)

+dcRCd",~b+FQ,

=

Nij

(4.14b)

eA@

(4.14c)

where Sab = 2KtabJis the kinetical spin of the body.
The orbital equation can be also written in the form

(4.15)

(4.16)
It is seen that the geometric termS in the orbital equation, 2MDbvcS,ba, SdcKCdabvbdo not
contribute to the energy balance (similarly, as magnetic forces). Therefore, in the interaction-free case (F = 0, N = 0), there is no exchange of energy between internal and orbital
degrees of freedom.
The above equations of motion are balance laws for the linear momentum and affine
spin respectively. Let us write this explicitly:

(4.17a)
DK”
Dt

---s

Qi, Kki + Nii = De’,
t-E-

DejB

JAB+N",

ar,,,
2--_
agij

+Nij

(4.17b)
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or, in absolute terms,

DK
= 2D,T,,,+N
Dt

(4.17c)

where T,,l is the kinetic energy of internal motion.
Now, it is easy to derive the equations of motion of a test metrically rigid body, i.e.
affinely rigid body which is subject to the gyroscopic constraints:
(g, eA@ee) =

gije’AC?jB

=

(4.18)

6.4,.

These equations of (4.17a) and of the skew-symmetric part of (4.17b):
Dsij

-=
Dt

2NL’jl

>

i.e.

1 DS
--= N
2 Dt

(4.19)

(with algebraically substituted constraints (4.18)) are balance laws for the linear momentum p and the metrical spin S, respectively.
Instead of the local coordinate-form of equations of motion (4.17) we can also use
the global co-moving representation based on the state space P introduced in Section 2:
- h4QA#B+ 21WvBvCsc~A
+ -&
dQBc
dt.

JcA

=

-QBDQDc

SDcRCDAepB+ FA,

(4.20a)

JCA+NAB.

Let us rewrite them explicitly as balance laws for the linear momentum and affine spin
in a co-moving representation:

4’

__ = -pBJ~~KcAi- -Y&~~~S~B”+ &K~~RC,~~~~+FA,
dt
dKAB
p=
dt

-

KACJC
,,KDBt_ NAB.

(4.21a)
(4.21b)

(4.21b) is an affine generalization of the well-known gyroscopic Euler equations. Moreover, after imposing the metrical constraints (4.18), the skew-symmetric part of (4.21b)
reduces to the Euler equations. Similarly, the equations of motion of an incompressible
affinely rigid body consist of (4.21a) and the trace-less part of (4.21b). On the contrary,
when the affinely rigid body is subject to constraints which keep its shape unchanged,
the motion is uniquely described by (4.21a), the skew-symmetric part of (4.21b) and the
trace of (4.21b). The same refers to the equations of motion in laboratory form (4.14).
Obviously, the trace is to be then understood in the g-sense.
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